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attache A specialist assigned to the staff of a diplomatic mission.

backpack Hike with a backpack.
He went to the trunk and pulled out a two tank scuba backpack.

bag Put into a bag.
She began to unpack her bags.

belongings
A person’s movable possessions.
She didn t have much baggage with her as most of her belongings had been
sent ahead by sea.

burden
The refrain or chorus of a song.
The burden of establishing that the authority had misused its powers rests
upon the prosecution.

carousel A merry-go-round at a fair.
They were waiting for their bags to appear on the carousel.

carrousel A conveyer belt that carries luggage to be claimed by air travelers.

case A set of facts or arguments supporting one side in a legal case.
200 000 cases of hepatitis B.

checkbook A book issued to holders of checking accounts.

crate Pack something in a crate for transportation.
You wouldn t believe the age of some of the crates I ve driven.

dollar A United States coin worth one dollar.
He worships the almighty dollar.

have Have ownership or possession of.
Have a feeling.

holder A smallholder.
I replaced the phone in its holder.

knapsack A bag carried by a strap on your back or shoulder.
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load
Place a load or large quantity of something on or in a vehicle ship container
etc.
He loaded his gun carefully.

lose Miss from one s possessions lose sight of.
Lose that creep.

lug Carry or drag (a heavy or bulky object) with great effort.
You ll have to lug this suitcase.

luggage Cases used to carry belongings when traveling.
Carrying emotional luggage from the past.

mislay Place (something) where one cannot find it again.
I seem to have mislaid my car keys.

misplace Position incorrectly.
I misplaced my eyeglasses.

pack Seal with packing.
He packs a gun and keeps it at the ready.

packet Make up into or wrap up in a packet.
I can eat a whole packet of biscuits in one go.

packing The action or process of packing something.
The backpacking of oxygen is essential for astronauts.

paperback Having a flexible binding.
The shelves were stacked with well thumbed paperbacks.

pocket
Drive a ball into a pocket.
Local politicians were found to have been pocketing the proceeds of fund
raisers.

purse A sum of money spoken of as the contents of a money purse.
Purse ones s lips.

stow Pack or store (an object) carefully and neatly in a particular place.
Stow the cart.

stuff Fill with a stuffing while cooking.
Chicken stuffed with mushrooms and breadcrumbs.

suitcase A portable rectangular container for carrying clothes.
Three huge suitcases and a plethora of hand baggage.

wallet A pocket-sized flat folding case for holding money and plastic cards.
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